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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
AND
ROOSEVELT
GUARDS
FAIRBANKS

STONED BY

The French and German Ministers With Their Ladies At-

tacked at Port

APOLOGY

JS

Au

The Third Day of the National Republican Convention Is

Prince.

Marked By Outbursts of Overwhelming Enthusiasm--Th- e
Nominations Were Made Unanimously.

REFUSED

The Affair Grows Out of a Haytien Bank
Trouble in Which Foreign Officers

Were Incarcerated.
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Through a Writ of Supersedeas Grant-e- r
By the Supreme Court Yester-tlzHe Will Receive His
Liberty.
Denver Colo.. June 2:; David F.
Day, editor of the Durango Democrat,
who was recently adjudged guilty of
contempt of court by .Judge Russell,
will be released
at Durango today
through a writ of supersedeas granted
yesterday afternoon by the Supreme
Court.
y

II HOSPITRL FOR ROSWELL.
By the Sisters of
the Sorrowful Mother if Aided By
People of the Town.
A new hospital is soon to be erected
in RosveU by the order of the Sisters
of the Sorrowful Mother, according to
Mother
at present.
all indications
Boniface, mother superior of that order, was in Roswell for two days this
week looking over the place with a
view to establishing a hospital and
sanitarium. The mother especially in-spected a site on Main Street which
'had been donated for hospital purposes and also met a delegation of prominent citkens of Roswell who gave her
assurances of hearty support to this
much needed enterprise.
The mother stated that above all
things she wished to be certain that
the labors of her order would meet
with the support and approval of the
citizens of Roswell. Although the or-tier provides its own funds, it will ask
from the people of the Artesian City a
site and from two to three thousand
dollars, either in cash, furniture, supplies or iabor as an earnest of the interest of the city in the enterprise.
Mother Boniface explained that the
order in this country numbers only 160
member;- - and that it is maintaining
eight hospitals; several in the eastern
and central states, the one farthest
Kansas. A
west, being at Wichita,
work has
this
for
of
sisters
scarcity
delayed the order greatly In starting
ne'w hospitals.
The mortality among
these devoted women is always very
great owing to the exposure and severity of their labor. Of the many who
died last year, the oldest was but 38
years old.
The mother superior seemed very
favorably inclined to locate in Roswell
on account of the climate which, she
thought would be very beneficial to the
sisters as well as 'to their patients.
If Roswell is decided upon as a site
for the new hospital the order will
erect substantial brick buildings and
begin its work there as soon as the
requisite number of sisters are in
readiness for the work which will be
Will Be Established

1

soon.

When this project was first agitated
several months ago, the Pecos Valley
Railroad kindly agreed to make very
low rates on such building material as
may he required in the construction of
the buildings.
A hospital of the kind projected by
the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
will fill a long felt need in the Pecos
Velley, a place for the proper care of
the sick.
Mother Boniface left Wednesday for
her home in Marshfleld, Wisconsin.
$4,000 FIRE IN ROSWELL.
group of old buildings including
Duff's second hand store, a paint shop
and two dwellings on the Main Street
of Roswell were destroyed by fire on
Tuesday night about 11 o'clock. The
loss was $4,000, insurance, $2,000. The
fire originated in Duff's store from an
unknown cause and rapidly spread. All
the goods in the building were removed and saved except that in the
second hr.n I 3'ct?.
A
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-

EDITOR DAY RELEASED.
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The Republican galleries repeatedly. He was followed
Chicago, tine
convention met at 10 o'clock 'by Cummings. a colored delegate from
this morning with the expectation of Maryland, who made the lust, secondnominating candidates and adjourning ing speech for Roosevelt. He saiti:
Mr. Chairman, Fellow D 'legates of
The
in time for the afternoon trains.
Coliseum began to fill at 9 o'clock with the Republican National ( invention.
thousands who came to hear the ora- Ladies and Gentlemen:
For the distinguished honor of sertory.
The nomination of the candidates in onding the nomination of that, grand
the national convention is the feature type of the American citizen. Theodore
am profoundly grateful.
that appeals most strongly to the pub- Roosevelt,
Fortunate indeed is it for this govlic and the large number of visitors
this morning gave ample evidence of ernment that it has had during the
that fact. A half hour before the time eight years just passed, a political or- set for the opening of the convention, gani.ation such as ours to meet face
there were as many visitors in the gal- to face with undaunted courage and
leries as witnessed the entire opening determination the many perplexing
session on Tuesday. Not once since questions which have arisen during
the opening of the convention have all that period.
the visitors' seats been filled, but the
Equally fortunate has been our party
manner in which the crowd poured to have had within its ranks during
through the entrances today, gave evi- this crucial period such men as our
dence that by the time the gavel fell able, wise and patriotic McKinley of
beloved memory, and our capable,
all the seats would be taken.
There was some delay in calling the courageous and aggressive Roosevelt,
convention to order to give time for upon whose youthful though ample
the preparation of some resolutions shoulders the mantle of the great Mc-- :
which are to be presented and it was Kinley fell.
10: 30 when the chairman's gavel fell.
Whether the questions affected our
relations
Rev. Thaddeus A. Snively offered a internal or external
they
prayer today. After some announce- have been boldly met and wisely
that solved. We have carried to the Filiments the chairman announced
the next order of business would be pino, the Porto Rican, and the Cuban,
the roll call of states for the nomina- the torch of light and intelligence, rem the burdens and on?
tion of the President of the United lieved them
States. The clerk called Alabama, pression of
jpotic rule, established
and immediately the chairman of that civil gove' .nent among them, anil (Sra
delegation mounted a chair and said teaching nem the blessings of libertv"
that Alabama had the honor of yield- and independence.
The Panama Canal, the "key to the
ing its place on the roll call to New
York. Instantly the convention was in universe." the construction of which
an uproar, shouting wildly and waving has for centuries been the dream and
Frank Black im- fancy of more than one government,
flags.
mediately mounted the platform and in has under the prompt and decisive aca few words was introduced by Chair- tion of this administration been taker
man Cannon. Governor Black's voice from the realm of cloudland a;-- 1
though not heavy, carried well and in- dreamland, and its completion In the
creased in volume as he got fairly un- near future has become a certain and
His epigrams provoked fixed fact.
der way.
The wise leadership of our party has
langhter and his sharply turned sentences never failed to raise a ripple of kept so well adjusted our tariff and
applause. Black pronounced the nom- currency legislation, that prosperity
inating words at just 11 :05. As he did abounds in the land, labor is plentiful,
so he retired quickly from the plat- the laborer is well paid and contented,
form. His address is printed on anoth- capital multiplies and seeks additional
er page.
outlets for new investments and enTen Thousand People on Their Feet. terprises.
When Black concluded there was the
In a word we have given a full and
greatest demonstration yet seen at the complete report of the stewardship
convention. Ten thousand people were committed to our care during the past
on their feet, cheering and waving four years.
It becomes the duty of
a this convention to name a general who
flags. Chairman Cannon unfurled
tattered silk flag and advancing to the we hope and believe will lead the great
edge of the platform began waving it. Republican host to victory in the comIt was the same flag used when Lin- ing election, a man who will in every
coln was nominated and added fuel to way measure up to the responsibility
The front of of the high office of President of this
the flame of enthusiasm.
the stage was next given to ,1. Henry country. Such a one in the person
Smvthe. Jr.. with a maeaphone and a of our chief executive nas neen amy
flag. As he swung the flag from side an(j eloquently placed before you. and
to side he shouted the name of Roose heartily do we all endorse what has
velt. The shout was soon taken up by i been said.
the delegates and in a twinkling the
"By their fruits ye shall know
was
shouting them." Theodore Roosevelt brings to
whole
assemblage
"Roosevelt," "Roosevelt," in measured his party and the nation at the close
The
Indiana delegation of his administration the precious
unison.
sprung open umbrellas of red. white fruits of three years' able and faithful
and blue, bearing the portraits of service.
Roosevelt and Fairbanks. The other
The solemn promise made by him
delegations waved their special em- when gloom and distress o'ershadowed
blems. The New York delegation start- the nation, when stout hearts grew
ed out on a marching tour around the faint, when fears and misgivings were
hall. The demonstration continued for abroad in the land, when the nation
23. minutes before the chairman tried bowed in tears for her fallen hero, that
to secure order. It was five minutes promise made at a most trying time in
more before the convention
quieted our country's life, has been kept to the
down enough for him to make himself letter, and he brings as an evidence
heard. Senator Beveridge of Indiana, of such the plans and purposes of his
was then recognized. In seconding the martyred predecessor fully developed
spoke with and completed. He is above all things
Beveridge
nomination,
f6rce and increasing enthusiasm em- a true, honest, earnest, patriotic Amerunphasizing his points with graceful ges- ican citizen. He is a leader of
tures. The Senator's voice was prob- flinching courage a man of wisdom a
ably the easiest heard of any of the man of action
u i 0Den aiui frank, free from insneakers which the convention had yet
heard. Shouts, cheers and catcalls re - trieue or concealment. In his life and
sounded through the hall when he sor walk and conduct he stands
He is a broad man, broad
castically said: "No mystery was ever elected President and never will in intellect, broad in sympathies, broad
be."
in soul, he lends a listening ear to the
and oppressed,
Beveridge's concluding words "Indi- cry of the
ana seconds the name of Roosevelt." and with strong and ready arm enreleased the waiting cheers and flags. circling the weak and helpless he bids
It was short lived, however, and order them rise and hope and live.
was soon restored. George A. Knight
He is a just man. and believes that
of California followed.
a man should be judged by merit ana
merit alone, and that the just rewards
A Phrase Maker.
service should
Knight proved to be a phrase mak- of faithful and patriotic
er. "Cowardice, duplicity and dishon- be withheld from no one, for any
esty are not impulsive," shouted cause whatever.
With a vision unclouded by bias or
Knight. "Theodore Roosevelt is impul
he sees through the outer
prejudice,
ODStacies.
He
sive.
nypnotizes
in different hues, the man
clad
next
was
the
speak- clay,
Stilwell Edwards
er. Edward's speech was eminently within, and there beholds the image of
indicating the Fathsatisfactory and he was frequently in- the divine master
of
brotherhood
God
of
and
erhood
The
chair
terrupted with applause.
next recognized Governor Bradley of man.
Criticism bitter, severe, unreasonKentucky. His announcement that the
Democratic party had abandoned their able, has only served to make him the
Moses and could not find their Joshua, more devoted to his country's welfare.
was met with loud applause. Joseph
He believes that corruption and disCotton of Minnesota was the next honesty in private life and in public ofspeaker called upon. He was the one fice should be unearthed, exposed and
speaker whose voice could lie heard in punished, no matter who the guilty
the remotest corners of the hall and party may be of bow high In
;:r V--U aaeza b wag cheered by the life ho may si
.I

Washington, June 2' Confirmation
of the reported attack on the French
and German ministers in Hayti, came
to the state department today from
Minister Powell at Port an Prince, datThe French and Gered yeBterday:
man ministers with their ladies, while
passing "he palace in their carriages
yesterday, were stoned by the palace
The French minister was
guards
slightly injured. An apology was demanded but was not given. It is understood that the attack was the outgrowth of the Haytien bank trouble
which involved the incarceration by
the Haytien government of certain
foreign officers of the bank on the
of
charge of the misappropriation
funds and the subsequent intervention
of the French and German governments in behalf of their citizens.
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that respect

for and
obedience to law are the foundation
must
upon which this government
rest, and that the violation of the
oath of office is little less than treason.
He believes that the constitution of
the United States and every amendment thereof should he rigidly enforced, and that its violation by whatever subterfuge or indebtedness of expression should be condemned and
remedied. He is for these good and
sufficient reasons, the man whom the
people of every section and in every
walk of life want for this higli office.
First of all. the powerful Christian
and moral sentiment of the nation demands his nomination, and every Christian and moral agency will be exercised for his election.
The laboring interest demands him.
The farmer as with happy heart he
gathers in his bounteous harvest,
stands ready to do battle for his return.
The miner who in contentment digs
away in the bowels of the earth, sees
in him his salvation from oppression
and encroachment.
The business man, the capitalist to
whom this administration has brought
abundant success eagerly await, his
nomination. So surely as he is nominated by this convention today, so
surely will he be elected by the people
in November.
With his nomination and election
what an inspiring prospect opens up
before the party and the nation? With
it. will come new efforts to promote a
greater prosperity, and a larger measure of happiness to all who dwell within our borders.
With it will come that calm and
peaceful assurance, that while prosperous, happy and contented at home,
a ;l;;e, tafe and skillful
diplomacy
guards and protects our every interest throughout the civilized world. And
finally with it will come an advanced
step towards the fulfillment of the
great mission of the Republican party.
And that mission will not lie performed until every section of our constitution and every amendment thereof shall be respected and made effective and until every citizen of every
section, of every race and of every religion shall proclaim in one grand
chorus of that constitution. "Thou art.
my shield and buckler."
Cod grant that in our party's struggle to reach that time, it may ever
have a man to place before the American people for their suffrage who has
the ability, courage, honesty and aggressiveness of Theodore Roosevelt.
Roosevelt Unanimously.
A real ovation was given Cummings
when he closed. At 1:09 Cannon announced the roll call for President.
The clerk began calling the roll of
states. When Alabama responded with
an entire vote for Roosevelt there was
a cheer. As each state responded
"Theodore Roosevelt," the cheer was
repeated. Chairman Cannon announced at the conclusion of the roll call
that Theodore Roosevelt had received
the entire vote of the convention, 994,
and it only remained to announce his
nomination for the presidency by the
Republican party. The enthusiasm
which followed the announcement was
much briefer than that which followed
the first placing in nomination. The
chairman then ordered the call of
states for nominations for vice president. Alabama gave away again, this
time to Iowa, and Senator Dolliver
the first nominating speech for
The
Senator Fairbanks of Indiana.
first mention of Fairbanks' name was
a signal for cheers which were repeat
ed when Dolliver formally presented,
the name of the Indiana Senator. When
the applause subsided, Senator Depew
was recognized.
Senator Foraker followed Depew.
Governor Pennypacker of Pennsylvania, was next recognized by the chairman. Senator Carter was then introduced by the chairman. All seconded
the nomination of Fairbanks. Senator
Cullom then arose' and withdrew the
name of Hitt and suggested that the
vote of Illinois be cast for Fairbanks.
withdrew
W. P. Miles of Nebraska,
the name of John Lee Webster. Missouri withdrew that of
of St. Louis, and Georgia announced that it had a candidate but
that it desired to second the nominations of Fairbanks. "Are there any
other nominations?" asked the chairman. There being no response, he declared Fairbanks nominated by acclamation. There were cheers and calls
for Fairbanks, but he was not within
call. The convention adjourned sine
die at 2:25 p. m.
Conclusion of the Platform.
Chicago, June 23 The following is
the
the conclusion of the platform,
main part of which was published yesterday:
The .great statesman and patriotic
He believes

Wal-bridg- e

William McKinley, who
was
by the Republican party to the presidency four years ago,
was assassinated just at the threshold
American.

of his second term. The entire nation
mourned his untimely death and did
that justice to his great qualities of
mind and character which history will
confirm and repeat. The American
people were fortunate in his successor
to whom they turned with trust and
confidence, which have been fully justified. President Roosevelt brought to
thus sadly
the great responsibilities
forced upon him. clear head, brave
and high
heart, earnest patriotism,
ideals of public duty, and public service. True to the principles of the Republican party and to the duties to
which the party had declared, he has
also shown himself ready for every
emergency and has met new anil vital
questions, with ability and With success. The confidence of the people In
his justice, inspired by his public career, enabled him to render personally
inestimable service to the country by
bringing about the settlement of the
coal strike which threatened such disastrous results at the opening of the
winter in 1902.
Our foreign policy under his administration has not only been able, vigorous and dignified, but in the highest
degree successful. The complicated
questions which arose In Venezuela
were settled In such a way by President Roosevelt that the Monroe doc
trine was signally vindicated and the
cause of peace and arbitration great
His prompt and vigorly advanced.
ous action In Panama, which we commend in the highest terms, not only
secured to us the canal route, but
which
avoided foreign complications
might have been of a very serious
character. He has continued the poll-cof President
McKinley in the
Client and our position in China, signalized by our recent commercial
treaty with that empire, has never
been so high. He secured the tribunal by which the vexed and serious
question of the Alaskan boundary was
crimes
Whenever
finally settled.
against humanity have been perpetrated which have shocked our people, his
protest has been made and our good
offices have been tendered, but always
with due regard to international obligations, Under his guidance we find
ourselves at peace with all the world,
and never were we more respected or
our wishes more regarded by foreign
successful in
nations.
regard to our foreign relations, he has
been equally fortunate in dealing with
domestic questions. The country has
known that public credit and national currency were absolutely safe in the
hands of his administration. In the
enforcement of laws he has shown not
only courage but wisdom which understands that to permit laws to be violated or disregarded opens the door to
anarchy, while a just enforcement of
law is the soundest conservatism. He
has held firmly to the fundamental
American doctrine that all men must
obey the law, that there may be no
distinction between rich and poor, between strong and weak, but that justice and equal protection under
be secured to every citizen without regard to race, creed or condition.
His administration has been thorough,
vigorous and honorable, high minded
We commend it withand patriotic.
out reservation to the considerate
judgment of the American people.
Cortelyou Elected Chairman.
Chicago, June 23 The national
committed has elected George B.
its chairman.

FOUND DEAD
IN HIS ROOM
A

Deported Miner, Prominent
Member of the Western Federation of Miners,

THOUGHTTOBE SUICIDE
He Was

in

Denver. Colorado, .June 2:: Bmil
Johnson, a miner deported from the
Cripple Creek district, and carried to
the New Mexico border by the militia.
was found dead in bis room on Larimer Street at 'J o'clock this morning
by hi,s brother, John T. Johnson of this
city. His death was due to suffocation
and a current of gas escaping from a
jet in the room showed the cause.
Johnson was a prominent member of
the Western Federation of Miners and
was forced to leave the district with
out saying good bye to bis wife and
four children whom he left practically
penniless.
It is believed that this preyed on his
mind and was the cause of suicide, although his brother says he believes
his death was an accident.
NEW MEXICO

v

law-mus- t

Cor-telvo-

GREAT BUTTLE EXPECTED.

Forced to Leave His Wife and
in a Penniess
Condition
District.
Creek
the Cripple

Children

EXHIBITS.

the St. Louis Fair Attracting Much
Favorable Attention Literature
Being Distributed.
About l,i)un citizens of the Territory
have registered at the New .Mexico
building at the St. Louis Exposition
up to date and fully that number from
other parts of the world visit the build
ing each day. The people from everywhere manifest an unusual interest in
New Mexico and are asking for information as to its resources, tor literature, and are visiting the exhibits to
study the products and possibilities of
the coming state. It is highly gratifying to hear the many favorable comments made and the commissioners
feel that their efforts to impress the
public with New Mexico's importance
are already yielding good results.
The mineral products of the Territory are being studied by interested
parties who are preparing to visit the
Territory with a view to investment.
There seems to be a more extensive
familiarity and interest in the subject
of irrigation than ever before and the
exhibits of the products of irrigation
are attracting much attention and
creating extensive inquiry from home
seekers.
The splendid showing the schools of
the Territory have made is doing
much to dispel the idea that the country is too new or too remote to afford
school facilities that are up to date
and equal to the best in the land.
Teachers from all sections of the Territory are beginning to arrive to be in
attendance on the sessions of the NaAssociation which
tional Educational
meets In the World's Fair City on the
27th of this month. Arrangements
have been made for all teachers of the
Territory to register at the New Mexico building and at the educational exhibit, giving their St. Louis address in
addition to their home address, so that.
friends may be able to locate each
other. Reports of the Governor ot the
Territory for 190:!, and bulletins furnished by the Bureau of Immigration
on the resources, conditions, climate
and industries of New Mexico are distributed daily in large numbers. People take this literature with them in
order to read it more carefully. The
present supply will soon be exhausted
from the
and another consignment
Bureau of Immigration will be called
At

St. Petersburg, June 23 The expecof a great battle has been intensified by General Kuropatkin's speech
to General Stakelberg's corps on Monday at. Kai Chou, when the commander-in-chief
said he would see the troops
again soon, that they must settled the
Japanese promptly and that they were
not going home until this had been
to
done. The general is understood
have meant that he would return from
Liao Yang with a large force and give for.

tation

battle.

BERNALILLO DISTRICT COURT
A suit to recover $1,000 damages for
trespass was recently filed in the District Court for Bernalillo County by
Maria H. de Herrera. against Salazar
and Ana Martinez. She claims that
while she was lying very ill at her
home the two defendants, without provocation, entered her dwelling and
searched it. She stated in her petition
that as a result she suffered great bodily pain and is suing for $1,000 in consequence.
Maria Romero de Lobato. a widow
with eight children living near Albuquerque, recently filed a petition in
the District Court for Bernalillo County requesting that the court at once
order B. J. Baracal to refrain from the
seizure of her property. She claims
that he has been rounding up and driving away her mares, upon which she
depends in a great measure for support. The petition sets forth that the
plaintiff's husband. Juan Lobato. gave
Baracal a promissory note for $370.30
a part of which indebetedness has
been paid. The estate was left without an administrator upon his death
and the widow claims that the defendant is collecting the horses on the
ranch, sixty miles east of Albuquerque, and bringing them to that city for
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DEMOCRATS OF OTERO
COUNTY

MEET

The Democrats of Otero County met
at Alamogordo at 2 o'clock on Monday
aiternoon for the purpose of reorganizing the county central committee. All
the precincts were represented with
the exception of three and the meeting was called to order by Judge A.
Hunter, retiring chairman of the central committee.
J. L. Lawson was elected
temporary chairman, and S. C. Wielep. secretary. It was decided to make the temporary organization permanent after
which ten committeemen were elected
as follows: Precinct No. 1, Alamogordo. J. L. Lawson: No. 2, La Luz. W.
C. Smith: No. :?. Tularosa. Jeff Sand
ers; No. 4. Three Rivers. A. Padilla;
No. 3, Mescaiero. J. W. Prude; No. 6,
High Roils, J. Z. Latham: No. 7. Weed,
James H. Jeffers; No. 8, Penasco, J. M.
McNatt; No. 9. Jarilla, J. R. Boynton;
No. 10. Cloudcroft. Eli Moser.
At an early date the chairman will
call the committee together and a date
for the holding of the primaries for the
purpose of nominating candidates for
county offices will be decided upon. At
the meeting on Monday it was decided
to hold a nrimary election instead of a
.
convention.
,
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THEODORE ROOSEVELT. REPUBLICAN NOMINEE FOR THE
SflHTH FE NEW HIEXIGHH
PRESIDENCY.
Mr. Rooseveli was nominated today
PRINTING by acclamation as the candidate of the
THE NEW MEXICAN
COMPANY. PUBLISHERS.
great Republican party tor the high
office of presidency. This action on the
.Editor part of the convention was a foregone
WAX. FROST
conclusion and all appearances indiPAUL A. F. WALTER.
cate Unit Providence sparing his life,
Manager and Associate Editor. President Roosevelt will succeed himPERCY F. KNIGHT,
self in the position which he has so
Secretary and Treasurer. ably, courageously and efficiently filled
since the demise of the late lamented
Entered as Second Class matter at William McKlnley.
No extended eulogy on Mr. Roosethe Santa Fe Po8toffl.ce.
velt's career as a citizen, as a soldier,
an official and as a President
The New Mexican is the oldest as needed.
His private ami otticiai
is sent
Mexico.
It
New
in
newspaper
and acts are
attainments
character,
in
the Territory,
to every postofflce
to
the
too
known
well
people of this
nd has a larg- and growing circulathe shores of the Pacific
from
country
and
pro:
the
intelligent
ng
tion
to those of the Atlantic, from the Can
:' of the Southwest.
gress
adian border to the Mexican frontier
and throughout the width and breadth
if the eountrv's colonial possessions.
rA'I E3 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
As to his election, Republicans ami a
5
carrier
Daily, er week, by
entertain
$1 00 large number of Democrats
Daily, i r month, by carrier
is as sure as any
Success
no
doubt.
76
wont.;, by mail
Daily.
Mr. Roose
1 50 thing human can well be,
Daily, on year by mail
to be one of hose men of
seems
velt
4
00
Daily. Bis months, by mail
2 00 destiny, who are on earth for pertain
Daily three months, by mail
2 00 emergencies and at certain times and
Weekly, per year
believe that
1 00 millions of his countrymen
Weekly, six months
v
as well as that 0 the
is his
Weekly, per quarter
25 United States, that he attain the presWeekly, per month
idency and be the executive of this
the best, most liberal and freest gov
ernment on earth for four years from
March 4, A. U. 190B,
indications are that President Roose
velt, although lie nominee oi me uepublican party, will receive many
Democratic voles, as there are many
AMERICANS.
THE
AN1")
AMERICA
citizens who are very much pleased to
Hereafter In foreign countries the be called "Roosevelt Democrats" and
word "America" will appear where, will ea.-- t heir ballots for him. From
heretofore, the words "United States" the vounsier men of the population,
has been used. This is in accordance those who will cast their first or second
with an order issued to the representa- votes in November next, he will re
tives Of this government in foreign
ceive especially strong support, as he
countries all over the globe. The sec- Is very popular with thai large and
is the
ever increasing class of the population
retary's action is right. Thisthe
prin- of
United States of America and
the country. The stalwart Repub-is America."
cipal point is that ibis
licans and those who have seen many
are
States
United
The citizens of the
years of service for their party and
called in foreign counties "Ameri- have voted for its candidates many
cans": whereas those of Canada are times, will, of course, give him the
of
designated as "Canadians," those
most strenuous aid.
Mexico as ".Mexicans," those of Brazil
Popular nress ure was resistless and
as "Brazilians" and so on and so forth. brought about his unanimous nominaThere are several United Stales upon tion for the presidency; popular pres-- '
the North and South American contiwill, so
lure and nublie sentiment
nents as "the United States of Mexi- most of the citizens of this republic
co." the "United States of Colombia" agree, elect him triumphantly and by
and others. Referring to this matter a vast majority. To be sure, there are
says that men. and some of them Republicans,
the St. Louis
word
the
of
Hay.
order
Secretary
by
who were opposed to his nomination.
that but
will
hereafter
displace
American
popular pressure1 and sentiment
inof United States on the diplomatic
were too strong for them and they
the
could not resist. In fact Within a few
signia of this country all over
ministers, months alter his candidacy had been
world. Our ambassadors,
consuls and other official representa- announced, these were found so potent
tives abroad will be American instead and so overpowering that all opposiof United States ambassadors or other tion closed and never raised its head
officials. The designation will be a again. Mr. Roosevelt is wauled in the
.hni-tn-r
It Will also
11. il
ilinii lipfol'C.
chair for four years more
United presidential
title
The
more
be
specific.
and (be voters will place him there.
States is shared by Mexico. Venezuela. His honesty, ability, courageous man
Rrazil and other countries on this con hood and sincere and unselfish patritinent. But there is only one America otism are appreciated by the people,
as applied to a. nation, and we are that hence
unanimous nomination
his
believed.
nation.
so it is generally
which,
Heretofore some objection has been will be followed bfi his election in Nomade by pundits to the restriction of vember next.
the title American to the people of this
discountry. They have said it was too
Mining in the Magdalena-Kellby the
in Socorro County is looking up
large B designation to beof held
trict
Mexico and
nation between the Gulf
state of affairs exists
and an
have been in the improvedThe Socorro Chieftain
line.
They
Canadian
the
camp.
overruled, however, by the consensus remarks upon this gratifying condition
of the people. The ministers of the as follows: "Four or five carloads is
countries to the south of us have not the average amount of zinc carbonate
been called ministers of the United ore now brought down from the
States of Brazil or of Venezuela: they
district daily. To mine and
have been called Brazilian or Venezue- handle this ore gives employment to
lan. Without the prefex of 1'nited more than a hundred men. Another
States. Those from President Roose- mining district or two like that in Sovelt's country will be called American corro County would go far toward mitiambassadors, ministers or whatever gating the evils of the prevailing
else they are hereafter. That is, they drouth."
will be called thus by their own counto
work on the
trymen. This title has been given
It is reported that
them all along by the people of the Eastern Railway of New Mexico from
countries to which they are accredited. Texico to Puerco Station on the Santa
The designation American belongs Fe Pacific Railroad in Valencia Coun
to the inhabitant of the United States ty, is soon to be resumed and that conand not to the resident of Canada, struction is to be pushed rapidly and
Mexico or any other country on the speedily to completion.
It is hoped
continent. When the title America is that this news is true. Unless some
mentioned in the old world nobody railroad building is done in the TerrithiiiKs of .Mexico. Brazil. Canada or any tory and the people here given employother country, but this country. Amer- ment, this year may prove a tough one
ican has been the designation given to for the people of New Mexico on acthe people of this country all along by count of the extreme drouth which
the rest of the world. Burke, Pitt and prevailed during the past winter and
the other British statesmen of a cen- spring.
our
tury and a quarter ago spokeIII.of used
Americans.
as
George
people
Raisouli, the bandit chief, has rethe designation, American for his re- cently turned from a free silverite to
belling colonists. He never applied it. be a gold bug. A few days ago. he
or thought of applying it. to his other wanted the ransom to be paid him for
colonists on this continent, those in Ion Perdlcarls in silver ami now he
Canada or the ones in the West Indies. demands gold coin. The fellow is eviThere was a Mexico, a Brazil and a dently becoming civilized. Put if evChili in those days, as well as a Cana- er Aziz, the Sulton of Morocco, gets
da. The title which was restricted to hold of him, he will be neither silverus specifically a century or more ago ite nor a gold bug, but very speedily
we have a still better right to today.
become a dead man.
.
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Ulohc-Democr-

the question of health
e comes mainly a
question of nutrition. If the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutrition are kept in a healthful condition
there will be a
body, and
little liability to disorders of the liver,
bowels or such other disorders as may
result trom innutrition and
lack of exerPierce's
Golden Medical 1 Hscovery
cures diseases
of the stomach
and other organs of diges tion ant: nuirition, and also f

VF

diseases of oth- -

er organs which
are caused by
the diseased
Condition of the
stomach.
By
enabling the perfect111mitriUrtH

for boys and the Academy of the Sisters of Uoretto for girls. They are the
oldest private schools in the southwest
and indeed in all the great section of
Calcomposed of
country now
Coloifornia. Washington. Oregon.
rado. Wyoming. Utah. Idaho, Montana.
North Dakota. South Dakota. Nebraska Kansas. Oklahoma Indian Territory. Western Texas. New Mexico and
Arizona. For over B0 years they have
been a credit to the Territory and have
done immense good. They are increasas time
ing in usefulness and in extent
rolls on. May their years be many and
all
may they grow and prosper for
time to come.

European ports
to SS.T5. A few days ago the rate was
The lower the rate,
$0.60 per head.
the lower the character of the immi
grants. The latter are coming in great
numbers, indeed in too great numbers
for the good of the country.

Santa
The striking
system claim that the
strike is not over antl that the road
has not seen the last of it. The peo- pie living along the lines of the system are very much interested and wish
it .were over; they are between two
mill stones ami it is becoming rather
tough on them.
mechanics on

lie

Fe Railwav

j

f, Eo Lacome,

FK,

W.

X.

Am now

I

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

Mr. Root is a great man. What's
Root, for the presidency in 1905?
tin

matter with

New
Reports from northwestern
Mexico are to the effect that the sheep
raisers in that section have not
fared so badly this year and that the
outlook for a prosperous summer and
fall for hem is fair. Such items are
grains of comfort, which are gratefully
received by those most interested.
I
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Twice your money's worth at
Bon Ton.

the

STRONGEST EVIDENCE OF FAITH

tw;?' vr'SP wrcv
Rcav;ed and

vsres

N. M.

Palace Avm

in all the Courts, Taoa.

Kf,

&

given to all business.

EDWARD

targs Scr.Se
sata Fe

Rooeas for

FRANK W. CLANCY,

New mexico

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices In the District Courts an3
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Suprema
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE

- -

NEW MEXICO.

A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

w.

Practices la the Supreme and DlstrMS
Court. Mining and Land Law a sptfeia-tyRooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

.

JOSTJEOPATHY

Oustanding Assurance
Dec. 3!, 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued

.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON.

$1,409,918,742.00

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treat3 acut and chroni
diseases without drugs or medicinea.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours: 912 m.,
p. m. Phone 156
No. 103

322.047.968.00
73 718,350.93
381.226.035.53

in 1903

Income

Assets Dec. 31. 1903
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in
.

5

DENTISTS

307.871.897.50
73.354,138.03

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.

34,949.672.27

1903

C. O. HARRISON, D. D.
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley .)

JAMESJW. ALEXANDER, President.
Vice-Presiden-

t.

Civil Engineers

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

Albuquerque, N. M.

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,

Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.

Civil

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Stenography

P. HOGLE

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type-

writer. Translations

GAilSTEO STREET
Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER.
RESIDENCE

NEW MEXICO;

ESsrc,

THE EQUITABLE;;LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

A.

WADE,

Practices in all the court3.
"Mining cases and mineral patents

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

JAMES H. HYDE,

C.

Attorney-at-Law- .

a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

mere tef

e

District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taoa and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

VAUGKj,Pggg
Cons

E. C. ABBOTT,

Practices in the District and
Courts. Prompt and careful

Cuisine and Tob'o
Service Unsxcelii

Refur-

WILLIAM

Attorney-at-Law- .

Las Cruces, New Mexico
District attorney for Dona Ana Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Countiw
Third Judicial District.

Attorney-at-Law- .

The Palace Hole!

Ireland Guarantees That Hyomei
Will Cure the Worst Case of Catarrh in Santa Fe.

'PHONE

From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney
for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Night Calls
141.

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

Tame Wines

First class short order meals at tne
Bon Ton.

at "OUR PLACE ft
Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
t
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled I

W. R. PRICE,

Prop.

Santa Fe.

N.

iW.

Z

WANT THE EARTH?
e

Santa Fe,

Office Sena Block.

&

rgrvirm'r'm

nsw tW

nished Throughout

A. C.

When one of the most reputable
concerns in Santa Fe guarantees that
a medicine will effect a cure or it will
refund the money, it speaks volumes
as to the merits of that remedy. It is
in this way that A. C. Ireland is
selling Hyomei, the treatment that has
made so many remarkable cures of
both acute and chronic catarrh in Santa Fe and vicinity.
Hyomei is not a pill nor is it a liquid
that, has to be taken with a tablespoon
or wineglass. Just breathe it by the
aid of an inhaler that comes in every
outfit and benefit will be seen from
the first treatment.
It destroys all germ life in the air
passages and lungs and enriches and
purifies the blood with additional
ozone. It cures catarrh of the head
and throat, or of the stomach, liver and
Wherever mucuotis memkidneys.
brane contains catarrhal germs, there
Hyomei will do its work of healing.
When using this treatment, the air you
breathe will be found like that on the
mountains high above the sea level,
where grow balsamic trees and plants
which make the air pure by giving off
volatile antiseptic fragrance that is
healing to the respiratory organs.
Complete Hyomei outfit, costs but
$1.00 and includes an inhaler, dropper
and sufficient Hyomei for several
weeks treatment
Remember that if Hyomei does not
cure you A. C. Ireland will refund your
money. This is a good time to cure
catarrh by this natural method and
prevent catarrhal colds that are so
common at this season.

READ

M.

(Late Surveyor

United States Designated Depositary.

g

"
by local applications,
of the ear. There is only
the diseased portion
one way to -- lire deafness, and that is 1'
uuis-.,- ,
Constitutional remedies. j.iiitiss
by an inflamed condition of the muc ous linhen tins tube
ing of thfi Eustachian Tube.
Is Inflamed von haye a rumbling sound or
and when it is entirely
Imperfect hearing,
closed. Deafness is the result, and unless tne
Inflammation oan lie taken out and this tube
resforetl to its normal condition, nearingwiu
"
be destroyed turtjvor.
,w,ODa
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an in named cor union ui
".!' ,1 - V ......
we win give umnuiiura
caused11'.by oatarrh) that
case of
. , Deafness
nm, b t'ntnKr, cannot ne uurcu I...., II..
Send for circulars free
K. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo,!).
Sold liv Urutrsists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation
j

Block.

CHAS. F. EASLEY.
General )
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, 1
M.
Land and mining business a specialty!

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Deafness Cannot be Cured
un--

Griffin

Attorney-at-Law- ,

Practice

I

Asia.

us

Offices

CO.

WILLIA.vI H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Harper's Weekly says that the greatest joy of the Japanese wife is to be
at home with her children. This does
not agree with the report that there
are many women serving as soiuieis
in the Japanese armies now fighting
in

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,

Attorney-at-Law- .

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President.

seventy-on- e

fort.

Mexico

WILLIAM McKEAN.

'

using your medicines.

New

:

BENJAMIN

Smart-Weed-

anything to relieve
years old and I never Dr.hadPierce's
medicines the
think
me so quick.
any. regreatest on earth. Should I ever havemedicine.
use
your
turn of my trouble shall advice
and thanks
My thanks' to you for vour
to' Almighty God for restoring me to health
hands."
through your
"
MedAccept no substitute for Golden
ical Discovery," There is nothing "just
as good" for diseases of the stomach,
blood and lungs.
Dr. PiercVs Pleasant Pellets, the best
laxative for old people. They cure constipation and biliousness.

:

:

EUGENE A. F1SKE,
Attorney and Counselor at La.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice

Pop&eto

R J. PALEN, President.

:

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico Oftas
in the Capitol.

tm

n(
and
body it increases the vital power
promotes a vigorous old age.
I was a sufferer from chronic diarrneaior nve
A. Aaron, of Rolln.
years " writes Mrs. Marv
different remedies,
Phelps Co Mo. "Imetried
relief for a short time
which would give
ever.
onlv
My trouble would return as bad as
I consulted you in July, 1900, and by your advice
I
look
commenced using Dr. Pierce's remedies.
two bottles of the 'Golden Medical Discovery,
of
the
three vials of the Pellets,' asand some
I
you advised.
Bxtract of
have not had any return of my trouble since
'

Fe

Phone

cents we will mail
For twenty-fiva
one
for
year, monthly illustrated
you,
publication of sixteen pages devoted to
the industries, eliinato, life and present
opportunities of the Great Southwest.
Sample copy mailed on request, You'll
want it when you see it. Address, THE
That speech of former Secretary of
1118 Railway Exchange, ChiThe New Mexico exhibits at the
EARTH,
WafElibu Root on Tuesday last as
Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St.cago.
chairman of the Gtucago
Louis are attracting much and favor- i temporary
was a ma erly
attention. This is gratifying and publican convention
It will pay you to advertise. Try it
rhetorical ef- eloquent
extremely
. and
to
the
beneficial
will prove
Territory.
Re-abl- e

Has on hand a
the finest brands l
VINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.

'!

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.

Santa

con giant supply of

SAN FRANCISCO ST., SAJTTA

at Law.

Attorneys

ORD CLUB

cise.
Dr.

Mag-dalen- a

The Capital of New Mexico is justly
The European steamship companies
institurate from
proud of two of its educational
have cut the immigration
Michael's
St.
College
are
tions: they
to New York for adults

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

I

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.

OUR SPECIALTIES Old Csenr, McBrayer. Onckenheimcr Rye, Taylor
and Partem, Old Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

SANTA FC N. M.

torn i

Sa ta

"e

New Mexican, Thursday, Jane 23, 1904
only means of solving living issues is
by guessing at the possible attitude of a
statesman who is dead, This condition

THE CHOICE
i

If

vol

KSnNiny

OF

The Beverage of He

Ifl

Pure beer Schlitz beer is the best drink in
the world for you.
The malt is a food; the hops a tonic. The
alcohol only y2 per cent is an aid to
digestion; a healthful stimulant.
The most healthy nations in the world the most hardy, most
energetic drink the most of it.
But the beer must be pure. Impurity means harmful germs.
That is why we brew Schlitz in absolute cleanliness why we
filter even the air that touches it and sterilize every bottle.

I

j

I!

:

Green beer causes biliousness.
That's why we age Schlitz for months before we market it.
Schlitz beer is absolutely pure; it can't harm you. Ask for
the Brewery Bottling.
AM
w
i

i

i

phone

tm

mm

33,

II. n.

Cartwri-r't-

t

Sun Francisco St., Sauta

k

Mm

Brit:,
N. II.

mm
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The Beer That Made mlilwau&ee famous

WANTS
AND MISCELLANEOUS

ADS- -

Po you intend to build? Have your
plans and specifications made by R. M.
Nake, architect and builder.

Triumphs of Modern Surgery.
Wonderful things are done for the
human body by surgery. Organs are
taken out and scraped and polished
and put back, or they may be removed
entirely: bones are spliced; pipes take
the place of diseased sections of veins;
antiseptic dressings are applied to
wounds, bruises, burns and like injuries before inflamation sets in, which
causes them to heal without watura-tiothe time reuired
and in
by the old treatment. Chamberlain's
Pain Balm acts on this same principle.
It is an antiseptic and when applied to
such injuries, causes them to heal
very quickly. It. also allays the pain
an soreness.
Keep a bottle of Pain
Balm in your home and it will save
you time and money, not to mention
the inconvenience and suffering which
such injuries enrail. For sale by all
druggists.
n

one-thir-

SALE
Call afternoons
Street.
FOR

Household furniture.
at 603 South Galisteo

ANY ONE desiring male help of any
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
room, outside entrance. Bath. Close
in. Apply Mrs. W. N. Townsend.

house,
FOR RENT Four room
nicely furnished throughout for housekeeping. Apply New Mexican office.

d

Notice for Publication.

(Srcall Holding Claim No. 2017.)
Dbpaktmknt ok :hf. Jntkhiok.
United States f,and fifHrr. Santa Fo, N M.,
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
tS.
1904, Notice is hereby pi en that the
May
claimant has tiled notice of
A few comfortably furnished rooms following-tiair,phii intention to make final pi oof in support
with use of bath. Apply at Claire Ho- of his claim under sections In and i7ofthe
sot of March 3. iS9 ( 20 Stats . 854 . as amended
tel.
by the act of February i . 1891 (27 Stats.. ,470),
snd that said proof w.ll bo made before
on July 20,
cotProbate Clerk at Santi Fe, N. v..
FOR RENT Five room modern
Traot in Sec
Jose Gonzales
1904, viz:
M.
. N. M
Bath,
P.
Avenue.
OF
Palace
H.
tie names
4.T.1KN..
tage. Upper
following witness to prove his actual
eilar, all modern conveniences. Cheap. the
of
tract
said
adverse
continuous
possession
for tw enty years next preceding the survey
Apply W. N. Townsend.
C
of
Baca
de
Andres
of the township, viz:
Santa Fe, N M George Trujillo of Kennedy.
Galisof
Pino
M
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly ii
., Agapito Sena, Ambrosio
N. M.
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all teo,
Any person who desires to protect against
or who knows of
other public and private use. Apply the allowance of said proof,
laws and
any substantial reason, under the
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
De. artment,
of
Interior
the
regulations
will
why such proof should not be allowed, mengiven an opportunity at the above the
Booth's oysters any way you want le
tioned time and place to
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evithem at Bon Ton.
dence in rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant.
Manuel R. Otjho, Register.
FOR SALE Standard
make, up-

Notice for Publication

SANTA FE ROUTE

(Small Holding Claim No. 26:0.)
DSPABIMBNT OF 1HE INTKKIOH,
United Stat s Land Office Sat ta Fe. N. M.'
June I. 10)4. Notice is hereby (riven that the

TIjE TASL.E.

clai mant has tiled notice of
his intention to make final proof in support
of his claim under sections lli and IT of the
act of March 3. 1891 (28 Stats. 85) as amended
21. 1898 27 Stcts.. 470),
by the act of February
and that said proof w ill be made before The
Probate Clerk at Santa Fe. N M . on 3 ulv 20.
1904. tlx' Paneracio C de Baca for the Traot
R. 9 E..N. M. P M. He
In See. 4, T. 18 N
m ines the follow ing witnesses to prove his
actual continuous adverse possession of said
tract for twenty years iifxt precedingC. the
de
surf ey of the township, viz: Andres
Haca. of Santa Fe, N. M. George Trujillo. of
N.
Ambrosio
Sena.
M.,
Agapito
Kennedy.
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason under the laws anil
regulations ef the Interior Department Why
such proof should not be allowed will be
an opportunity at the
ghen
the wit-ii- f
time and place to
sses of said claimant, and to oil er evidence
claimant.
in rebuttal of that submitted by
Mahujil R. OTKho. Register.
following-name-

d

(Effective January x, 1004.)
No. 720 leavet Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
to connect Witt! No. 2 east bound, with
connection from El Paso and Southern
California, returning, arrive at Santa
Fe at 11:50 a. m.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m.,
to connect with Nc. 1, west bound, for
Southern California, returning arrive at
Santa Fe at G 15 p. m.
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.
to connect with No. 7 westbound for
El Paso, San Francisco and Northern
California points.
Passengers for No. 8 eastbound will
also leave or No. 724. Train makes
connection with No. 7 but does not
wait for No. 8. Returning, arrive at
Santa Fe at 9:30 p. m.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
Letween
Now
Chicago,
daily
Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
a. m. Eastbound at 2:02 a. m. No connection with these trains from Santa
Fe, except that passengers arriving on
No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe
at 11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
All of above trains run through solid
from Chicago to California and carry
through Pullman and tourists sleepers
except California Limited, which carries Standard Sleepers only.
Through sleeping car reservation arranged for on application.
City Ticket Office:
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
H. S. LUTZ. AGENT.

(

.

.

:
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cross-examin- e

For sick headache take Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
a quick cure is certain. For sale by
all druggists.
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.

d

fo-t-

cross-examin- e

Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
and return, 15 day tickets $40.70; 60
day tickets $48.15; season tickets
S. IC. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
$"7.S0.
McBride. Agt., Santa Fe.
Pure Whiskey.
is? You can see
original package.
by tle government
phone 94." "The

How do you know it
it drawn from the
Purity guaranteed
of the U. S. "TeleWine Store."

Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
at the Bon Ton.

The Weekly New Mexican Review
is published
by the New Mexican
Printing Company every Thursday. It
contains the most reliable and latest
territorial, mining, educational, stock
raising, railroad social and political
news of the week from all points of
the Territory. It is an excel 'ent paper
to send to friends in the east. Price
five cents per copy.

Sued By His Doctor.
"A doctor here has sued me for
$12.50 which I claimed was excessive
HAVE YOU A COUGH?
for a case of cholera morbus," says R.
A dose of Ballard'r Horehound
White, of CoacheHa, Cal. "At the trial
Syrup will relieve it. Have you a he praised his medical skill and meditime
bed
at
Herbino
cold? A dose of
FRESH BUTTERMILK,
cine. I asked him if it was not Chamand frequent small doses of Hore- berlain's
Every Other Day.
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
rewill
thd
hound
STORE.
dey
THE WINE
Syrup during
'Phone 94..
used as I had good reason
he
Remedy
move it. Try it for whooping cough, to
it
believe
was, and he would not say
for asthma, for consumption, for bron- under oath that it was not." No docWORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES.
E.
1st
327
Joe
Mrs.
chitis.
McGrath,
Can anything be worse than to feel
tor could use a bofter remedy than
street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I this in a case of cholera morbus, it
that every minute will be your last? have
used Ballard's Horehcund Syrup never
fails. Sold by all druggists.
Such was the experience of Mrs. S. H. in
family for 5 years, and find it
my
3
"For
Ala.,
Newson. Decatur,
years"
best and most palatable medicine
she writes, "I endured insufferable Itheever
A dinner like your mother used to
used." 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at
and
stomach
from
indigestion,
pain
at the Bon Ton.
cook,
Co.
Fischer

One-hal- f
right piano in good condition.
its regular price. Call at Lutz's resis
dence on Montezuma Avenue.

bowel trouble.

The

and bowel troubles
THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Electric Bitters is the only medicine.
Would quickly leave you, if you used
Only 50c. It's guarant 1 by Fischer Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
Drug Co.
of sufferers have proved their matchless merit for sick and nervou headThe Santa Fe announces another ser- aches. They make pure blood and
ies of homeseekers tickets from points build up your health. Only 25 cents,
In the middle west to New Mexico and money back if not cured. Sold by the
Arizona, the rate for the round trip Fischer Drug Company.
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21, days, from date of sale.
Lamb fries, sweet breads at the
They will be sold every first and third Bon Ton.
Tuesday from May tcirDecember.
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets Better Than a Doctor's
If you want to get to the World's
Prescription.
Fair easy, miss the rush at Union StaMr. J. W. Turner, of Truhart, Va.,
tion. St. Louis, leave the cars right at
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa says that Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets have done him more
Fe Central and Rock Island.
good than anything he could get from
the doctor. If any physician in this
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
country was able to compound a mediof
out
the
way
an
place,
at
Living
cine that would produce such gratifyis
a
civilization
family
remote from
in cases of stomach trouboften driven to desperttion in case of ing results
or constipation, his
biliousness
les,
cuts,
in
burns,
resulting
accident,
be used in preparing
would
whole
time
a
in
etc.
supply
Lay
wounds, ulcers,
sale by all
of Eucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the this one medicine. For
fcost on earth. 25c e Fi?t?r Drug Co.
i

ets on sale June

14

and

New Discovery
roust and
r"C NSTMPTION

28.
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GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
The Burlington Route has recently
booklet bearing the
issued a
title "Mines and Mining in the Black
Hills."
The book Is one which should bs
read by every mining man in Colo
rado. It gives more information about
the mines of the Black Hills than has
ever before been placed between two
covers. A copy will be miiled frei
on application to the undersigned.
The Black Hills need Colorado meu
and money. Several of the shrewdest
men in this state have already invented heavily in the Hills. The results
so far have been more than satisfac
tory. The completion of the Bui
new line to the Northwest brings
the Black Hills within a night's rid
of Denver. You can leave Denver tonight and be in Deadwood or Load
City tomorrow afternoon.
O. W. VALLERT,
Gen'l Agent, Burlington Route, Den
e

ling-ton'-

ver4 Colo.

Babu Mine

A Perfeci
Cure :

Mee
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hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
ays many who have used it. $i.oo per
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GUARANTEED

WORM
REMEDY
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is purely vegetable r.nd absolutely
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guaranteed

to euro malaria, sick headache, olliouaneaS,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TP.T IT
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in ir.r.4TO-DA-
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Money back if it falls. Trial Bottles free.

THE
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Mothers
,

valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
WRAOftELO REGULATOR OO., Atlanta, Oa.

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

Cream Vermifuge

.

,

iJ

M

WHITE'S

feelt
Every mother
of the

pain
great dread
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
Becominff
of her liffi.
mother should be a tource of joy to all, but the suffering and
clanger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded asis woman'i
avoided
overeat trial is not only made painless, but all the danger
or
no
are
use
this
who
Those
its
use.
longer
despondent
remedy
by
are
conditions
other
and
nausea
distressing
gloomy; nervousness,
overcome, the system is maae reaay ior me ,oimuB evem, uu

Dr. King's

able when doctors and all remedies
To St. Louis and return for $23.75
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
failed. At length I was induced to try
Life and Accident Insur- via the Santa Fe route. This is a splenWrites
Fire,
miwas
result
and
the
Electric Bitters
did opportunity to see the World's Fair
ance.
raculous. I improved at once and now
Griffin Block. at unusually low railroad fair. TickOffices
60.
Phone
recovered." For liver,

I'm completely
kidney, stomach

prints the news.

it.
Nothing has ever equalled it.
ever
surpass
Nothing can

Drug

Death seemed inev

New Mexican

THEfARTY

cam-campai-

And the beer must be aged.
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leaves that party always a beginner
'and makes every Question new. The
Democratic party has seldom tried a
problem on its own account, and when
it has iis blunders have been its only
its courage is remembermonuments,
Nominated
Theodore Roosevelt
ed only in regret. As long as these
for the Presidency by Frank
things are recalled that party may
serve
as ballast, but it will never steer
York.
S. Black, of New
ttie ship.
When all the people have forgotten
will dawn a golden era for this new
HIGHEST TYPE OF
Democracy. But the country is not
ready
yet to place a party in the lead
A GREAT COUNTRY
whose most expressive motto is the
cheerless word forget." That motto
but ii does not
He is so Described in the Eloquent may express contrition,
Neither confidence nor
inspire
hope.
Address Which Outlines His Charenthusiasm will ever lie aroused by
acter and Career.
any parry which enters each
uttering the language of the
mourner.
The following speech made by Frank
There is one fundamental plank,
S. Black of New York before the Chion which the two great parcago convention, nominating Theodore however, in full
agreement. Both beRoosevelt for the Presidency of the ties are
of men. The difin
lieve
the
etpiality
enUnited States, was greeted with
Democratic
the
is
ference
that
party
thusiasm and applause by Hie large
would make every man as low as the
Coliseum
while the Republican party
.Mr. President and Gentlemen of the poorest,
as the
We are here to inaugur- would make every man as high
Convention:
course will
Democratic
the
best.
But
seems
which
a
ate
already
campaign
to be nearly closed. So wisely have provoke no outside interference now,
is that of the
the people sowed and watched and for the Republican motto
"never
commander,
Interrupt the
great
do
to
now
little
seems
tended, there
a mistak?."
is
he
while
mailing
enemy
but to measure up the grain.
They
In politics as in other fields, the most
are ranging themselves not for battle
but for harvest. In one column reach- impressive arguments spring from conmore
ing from tin- - Maine woods to the Puget trast. Never has there been a
Sound are those people ami those striking example of unity than is now
states which have stood so long to afforded by this assemblage. You are
gether, that when great emergencies gathered here not as factions torn by
arise the nation turns instinctively to discordant views, but moved by one
them. In this column, vast and solid, desire and intent, you have come as its
thai chosen represent at. ves of the most enis a majority so overwhelming
the scattered squads in opposition can lightened party in the world. You
no men are
hardly raise another army. The ene- meet not as strangers, for
my has neither guns nor ammunition. strangers who hold the same beliefs
and if they had they would use them and espouse the same cause. You may
on each other. Destitute of the weap separate two bodies of water for a
ons of effective warfare, the only evi thousand years, but when once the
indence of approaching battle is in the barrier is removed they mingle
tradisame
The
one.
are
and
bulletins.
tone and number of their
stantly
There is discord among the generals: tions inspire and the same purposes
Each actuate us all. Never in our lives did
discord among the soldiers.
would I'mht in his own way, but be- - these purposes stand with deeper root
ore assaulting his Republican adver than now. At least two generations
saries he would first destroy his own have passed away since the origin of
comrades in the adj. lining tents. Each that, great movement from which
believes the weapons chosen by the sprang the spirit which has been the
other are not only wicked but fatal to leading impulse in American politics
the holder. That is true. This is the for half a century. In that movement,
an ex
only war of modern times where the which was both a creation and
characters
those
were
for
substituted
been
great
has
ample,
boomerang
the gun. Whatever fatalities may oc- Which endowed the Republican party
cur, however, among the discordant at its birth with the attributes of jus
hosts now moving on St. Louis, no tice, equality ami progress, which have
harm will come this fall to the Ameri- held it to this hour in line with the
can people. There will be no opposi- highest sentiments of mankind. From
detion sufficient to raise a conflict. There these men we have Inherited the
owe
we
the
their
and
to
memory
will be hardly, enough for competition. sire,
There are no Democratic plans for the resolution, that those great schemes of
Their government and humanity, inspired by
conduct of the fall campaign.
zeal is chiefly centered in discussion their patoriotism. and established by
as to what Thomas Jefferson would do their blood, shall remain as the fixed
if he were living, lie is not living, and permanent emblem of their labors
and but few of his descendants are and the abiding signal of the liberty
among the Democratic remnants of to- and progress of the race.
There are many new names in these
day. Whatever of patriotism or wisdom emanated from that distinguished days, but the Republican party needs
man is now represented in mis conven no new title. It stands now where it
stood at. the beginning. .Memory alone
tion.
Continued on Page Six.
It is a sad day for any party when its
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A! THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP
so see the Silver Lining. You can

do it from OVU TRAINS.

We go

above them in places.
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
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With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Intei est and Note.
Address the undersigned lor full and reliable inforibAiion.
A. DULOHERY.
V. 0. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
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Louis he will go to Pennsylvania

It's Time to Change

! !

Give your faithful but tired Winter Suit a rest. A few days ago it
took courage to wear a Spring Suit. Now it takes more courage to
keep on your Winter "duds." If you knew how many of the very best
dressed men here were wearing Suits bought here you'd be surprised.

$8.50, $10, $14, $J8

tip to

$25

Is our scale of prices on Spring Suits, and remember that our

Guarantee of Style and Service

Goes with every sale we make.
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN
Leading Dry Goods and Clothing Merchants in the City of Santa Fe
249-25San Francisco St. Phone No. 108
3
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WATCHES, CLOCKS,

SILVERWARE, ETC.

FILIBHEE JEWELRY"
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VV. s.
Brown, of Quay, Massachusetts,
was a visitor In the city yesterday.
Policarpio Armijo of this city is In
Albuquerque on a short bu ness trip.
Pablo Crespin, of Chlllli, was in town
today on business with the New Mexico

Fuel and Iron Company.
Charles J, Lex, of Cincinnati, who
represents a house dealing In leather
findings, was here on business vester-- I
day.
Arthur A. Staab and wife returned
from Albuquerque
yesterday, where
they had been visiting for the past few
days.
Prank Parkin, of Estancia, was in
town today on business connected with
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Cora-- i

ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS IX
ee Fob Chains,

Filigree Neck Chains,
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Cases,

iouth

M

nrnnmui

Jit i.t

JEWELRY

OF- -

ij&

Side Plaza - Santa Fe

pany.
Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

f,,rr FLOWERS

A

ite

SPECIALTY

WEDDING BOUQUETS

DECORATIONS

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

ii
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Fashion Has Decreed
That tan shoes shall take the lead this
season.
Consult our grand display if you want to
be swell.

Also a fine line of

patent leather and other

shoes and Oxfords for the
nobby styles
particular dresser.
in

LOOK IN THE WINDOW AND SEE
The samples of Beautiful Hosiery !

CATRON BLOCK

$

PHONE 14

The Hallack
Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard for

Qwttty

and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
For Sale by SSg
W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

IRELAND'S

MS

Judge J. R. McFie and Judge A. J.
Abbott, of Santa Fe, who are In the
city attending the annual meeting of
the New Mexico Sunday School Association, were pleasant visitors at The
Citizen office this morning. The former
is president of the asso lation. Albuquerque Citizen.
B.
Lovelace, a dry goods man of
Trinidad, is hero on business today.
E. P. Learner, a commercial traveler
of Kansas City, is here today on business.
C. C Catron returned this morning
from a short business trip to the Duke

ESTABLISED 1856

Mrs. J. Brown bridge of Rlncon, who
has been visiting friends in El Paso for
a week, has gone to St. Louis, to v'sit
the World's Fair.
Customs Collector P. P. Garrett, of El
Paso, who has been in Chihuahua on
official business, returned yesterday to
his home in the Pass City?
Judge A. J. Abbott, United .States attorney for the Pueblo Indians, and daughter, Miss Prances Abbott, are expected
to return from Albuquerque tomorrow.
C. X. Brown, general agent of the El
Paso A Northeastern Railroad, who has
been to Chicago on business, returned
toda; to his station tvt El Paso, Texas,
W. L Jirown, division freight and
passenger agent of the Santa Fe system
at El Paso, is making a business trip
through Arizona in the interest of the
road.
Professor U, Francis Duff of Dealing,
is in Albuquerque In attendance on the
convention of the Territorial Sunday
School Association now in session in
that city.
J. W. Records, master mechanic for
the Santa Fe Central at Estancia. ar
rived in the city last night and trans
acted business. He returned on thi.
morning's train.
J. V. Orchard, of Estancia. formerly
contractor for the New Mexico Fuel and
Iron Company, was in the city today
consulting with W. S. Hopewell, gen
oral manager of that company.
Mrs. S. Spitz and son left this morn
ing for San Juan Pueblo, where they
will spend a few days visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Eldoat and also attend the
Indian dance on San Juan's day.
J. J. Longwell of El Paso, who was
resident of this city about twenty years
ago, has been east on a lengthy visit
and returned home Tuesday last. He
is a brother of the late Dr. R. H. Long- well of this city.
Messrs. A. P. Coles, Harry Wood
David Payne and U. S. Stewar treturned
last night from Cloudcroft, where they
have been visitiing their families, who
are spending the summer there. All
report a pleasant time. El Paso Even
ing News.
D. C. Cain, of the
Superintendent
western division of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railwav, who has been
in Albuquerque on official
business,
passed ijaruy yesterday in his special
car enroute to La Junta, Colorado, his
headquarters.
Rev. Warren Rishol in charge of the
Baptist Mission school and church at
veiarae. nas oeen in Albuquerque for
some time taking osteopathic treatment
for para'ysis. He, left for his post of
duty yesterday completely cured. His
daughter accompanied him.
Professor E. P. Duulavy of the Nor
mal School at Silver City is in St. Louis
where he will remain until the middle
of July in charge of the New Mexico
educational exhibit during the absence
of Professor Owen. After leaving St.

A. E, Brown, of Providence, Rhode
Island, was among the sight seers
here yesterday.
Pablo Delgado of Pagosa Springs.
Colorado, formerly of this city, is visiting friends in Las Vegas.
Amado Chaves went to
Bernalillo this morning to attend to
legal business in that town.
Manuel Sanchez, of Ojo Sarco, arrived in the city this morning and is
attending to business affairs.
Samuel Pate, a ranchman in the vicinity of Rowe. visited the city yesterday on a supply purchasing trip.
George Hanson, traveling for a San
Francisco shoe firm, interviewed
the
shoe merchants of the city yesterday.
E. H. Binford, representing a whole-- !
sale grocery house of Denver, called
on the Santa Fe merchants yesterday
in the interest of his firm.
H. Schweitzer, connected with the
curio department of the Harvey sys- tem with headquarters at Albuquer- que; is m the city on business.
C. S. Carter, of Albuquerque,
who
deals in advertising novelties, did business in the city yesterday.
He left
for Las Vegas and other nor! hern
towns this forenoon.
Colonel Veneeslao Jaramlllo of El
Rita, secretary of the territorial board
of equalization, who has been here on
business went homo on this morning's
Denver & Rio Grande train,
Tames T. Newhall. after a visit to
his family in this city, has returned to
the Zuni pueblo, and has
his duties as foreman on the construction work of the big reservoir on the
Zuni River.
Mrs. N. B. Wilcox of Durango. was
in the city last night and today, en
route to Waco, Mexico, to join her husband, who is a mining engineer at that:
point. She expects to return to her
Colorado home the latter part of August.
Thomas Hubbeil of Albuquerque, returned yesterday from Mexico where
he has been on a brief business trio.
He reports plenty of rain in the vicinity of the city Pf Chihuahua. He also
spent a few days in El Paso on his
way home., renewing his acquaintance
with old friends there.
Public Printer James S. Duncan of
Las Vegas, spent the day in 'the city
on official business.
Mr. Duncan lias
many warm friends here who expressed to him their sympathy at his recent
bereavement in the loss of his wife,
and assured him of their sincere con- dolence at the very sad occurrence.
A. T. He'.tzell of Mesa County, Colo
rado, spent yesterday in town. He is
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UTZ & DUNN'S
Fot Ladies, Misses and
Children

SHOES! SHOES!
For Men and Boys
Every pair guaranteed
give satisfaction

to

i

1903

We carry the best line of

H

SHOES

City.

We shall be pleased to show you the

J?

and

New York.

O

HOSIERY

L

In the City

E

TOPSY HOSE

S

IRON CLAD HOSE

A
L

For Men, Women and
Children.
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iSELIGtyAIV BROS. CO.
LADIES'
WAISTS
Stylish and

E

TRIMMED
HATS

T

our specialty;
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LADIES'
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Our Specla Sole will
twi
tin tie f
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The only house in the city
carrying a new and
line of

L

LADIES' TRIMMED HATS

lowest Priced House in the City for Fine Goods

San Francisco St.
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STRAWBERRIES

Are Received By Us Every Day.
Next Week They Will Be at Their Best & Cheaps:

FRESH VEGETABLES TWICE
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY
S
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FRIDAY.
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We Have Jwst Received Another Car of

BOSS rATcjV l and

CRYSTAL PATENT

i

TfAm
M.

$.50for 50
$.40for 50

lb. Sack
1,
n l..rtofi...i
BOSS PATENT : t
T,...i .......
and called at the office of the Bureau B
lb. Sack
CRYSTAL PATENT :
of Immigration for information. He is
well pleased with what, he saw in Taos
and Rio Arriba Counties and expects
to settle somewhere in northwestern
New Mexico.
Edgar J. Caypless. formerly a resident of this city and member of the
law firm of Breeden and Caypless, but
who moved from here to Denver and
from there to the Hawaiian Islands, is
now mayor of the city of Honolulu. He
is on a visit to this country and is at
present in Denver. He may visit this
city before returning to the islands.
Miss Elizabeth
Woods and Miss
Edith H. Heywood, both of Chicago,
K renders double the service
29
who have been visiting at the home
of any other writing
of George A. Fleming on Chapelle
machine.
Street for the past two weeks, left this
morning for their home. They intend
stopping in Las Vegas and Kansas
City on the way. reaching Chicago,
about July 1. Miss Josephine Woods
BU
COIPUI, Dealers, Santa Fe, H. I.
will remain in the city for some time
longer.
Juan Santistevan and A. C. Pacheco,
of Taos, were business visitors in the
.1. S. CANMhf AKIO
Capital today. They will return home
301 Sari Fraacisoo St
tomorrow morning. They report that
it is still very dry in their county and
that crops are suffering very much for
want of water. Unless there is some
rain fall, it is feared that there will
be much loss to stock and that the
crops of cereals and fruit will be very
small this season.
Dr. C. G. Cruickshank and wife, of
San Marcial, passed througn the city
last night on their way home from an
extended eastern trip. Dr Cruickshank is suffering with a complication
of diseases which affffect the heart,
liver and kidneys. He spent some
time at his home in Canada, went to
New York, then to Chattanooga, Tennessee, and to other places. Sometimes he Improved, but on the whole
he has failed to gain. He feels better
since coming back to New Mexico and
his friends hope he will improve still
more here. He expects to go to Cali
fornia, in a final attempt to regain his
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
health, should he not gain materially
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346.
here. Las Vegas Optic.
in
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THE OLD CURIO STORE

Leads Them AH
FAMOUS ICE CREAM

SODA.
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GOVERNOR

THE ELKS' OUTING.

BBQDIE INTERESTED

GiTY TOPICS

Gives Pertinent Suggestions to the
Attorney at Law and
About Forty Members and Friends
United States Geological Survey
Will Leave for Alamogordo and
in Regard to Irrigation.
Mrs. H. B. Phelpt, who is visiting her
El Paso on July 2.
sister, Mrs. S. A. Smith, la Lamy, and
The Governor of Arizona, Alexander
who is recuperating from an attack ot
At last evening's meeting of the B A. Brodie, is in hearty sympathy with
San Francisco Street. Santa Fe. N.
malarial (ever, has received word that P. O. E. lodge. No. 460, of Santa Fe the aims and purposes of the govern
her husband had died and been buried all details for the trip which the men ment reclamation service and is doing
rEAL ESTATE LOANS.
No bers and guests of that lodge will take all in his power to aid it. As chief of
in i'exico about three weeks ago.
Msnev
to loan upon real estate ecur-fon July 2 to El Paso were arranged. a
further particulars have yet been obterritory that embraces large areas Sy on easy terms.
40 members will go. It was pro- of arid land he
About
fully appreciates the
tained. Mrs. 1'helps was formerly Miss
posed that the members of the lodge benefits that would follow systematic
HOMES.
ilattia Eames, of this city.
go in uniform, but this matter was not
Some very pertinent sugI have a nice cottage
(double) t
The city council met last evening in fully decided. The uniform consists irrigation. in
gestions,
on one side, 4 on the other;
regard to measuring
loti.s
of
All
councilmen
the
session.
of straw sombreros, linen dusters and streams and investigating the water
special
w,tfr occupies 4 rooms and the re
were present with the exception of a cane upon which a huge bow of
resources of the territory, have been ent for $25 a
month; good nelghboi
is
bon
tied.
from
the
Castillo
Fourth ward,
recently made by him at the request of iood: ample space to erect other
V.
M. the director of the United States GeoThe following letter from
In the absence of Mayor A. E. Gibson,
&
on same street;
stables
of the El logical Survey. Next to the Salt RivActing Mayor Marcelino Garcia pre- Martin,& general manager
m
ther
the
asked
outbuildings;
price
was
Northeastern
read
Paso
road,
er dam which is now in process of con
sided. The object of the meeting was
ery low.
A. J. Fischer struction, Governor Brodie thinks that
the
'before
by
meeting
to consider the petition of F, M. Jones and met with
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes ot
hearty applause from the Colorado River is most important.
for permission to tap the underflow of the grateful. It was as follows:
He declares that one of the largest ir Vlanhattan avenue, one a njw ston
the Santa Fe river in order to obtain
"Dear Sir The program you have rigable areas in the southwest is along house with all modern improvement
water for his ranch which is located a marked out is alright and I will ar- the Colorado River from above the the other an adobe-brichouse, 1
mile and a half west of the city limits range for it to be carried out to the Needles to the Mexican border. This rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
The permission was granted him and letter. I have already written Mr. river frequently overflows its banks Ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choic
Pfaff, who has charge of the Cloud-crof- t and damages the crops of Yuma.
It fruit trees; currant and raspberrj
the meeting then adjourned.
lodge, to arrange special rates would therefore seem a wise course to bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The ston
The annual souvenir number of the
for your accommodation there, which store these flood waters. The Gover touse will be rented.
New Mexico Collegian, a monthly Jour- will hft tnv Biinnai1 nn Mafiirihiv nio-hnor also recommends the building of
nal published by the Colombian Literary
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
and breakfa8t on Sunday, and a levee from Yurna to the Mexican bollodging
have severs", business blocks toi
Society of the College of Agriculture & j un,U;ri)tand from the EI Paso lodge der to
the
the
overflow
of
prevent
sale on this great mart of trade, some
Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park, has just that the E!ks tnere are making elabor-bee- river.
of them producing more than eight
Print-!
New
Mexican
the
ate
for
printed by
your entertain
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THE PERFECT FOOD.
Rice is considered the perfect food
by a majority of the world's population
We have recently received a large
consignment of this cereal and we
now otter it at prices which make it a
most .economical food for all. This
is especially to be kept in mind in view
of the high price of potatoes and other
vegetables.
5 lbs. Honduras Rice
25
This is a good whole grained rice
and will he found excellent value.
lbs.

Japan

Rice

25

good as 4(ic coffee but we do say that
it is the best coffee ever sold here at
26c, and many think it equal to the
grades usually sold at :!5c.
SEAL BRAND in cans only, per lb. 40o
MEAT MARKET
Now is the time to be careful as
your fresh meat. In spite of the

to

ra

cent advances in the price of fresh
meat our juices are still very reason
able in comparison with those in other
cities. We handle only the best corn
fed beef, lamb and mutton. Cold, boil
ed ham, brains liver sweet breads,
sausages nearly always in stock. Call
up Phone A'.i or better come in person
and see how clean and sweet our shot
is, and how we have succeeded
baffling the butcher's hot weather
emy, the fly.
No. 4 BAKERY.
Our hake shop is the housewife's
friend. Our bread as made under our
present foreman is a revelation as to
what can be and is done in the modern
bake shop. It is not our aim to raise
the bread till all the strength is gono
from the flour, in order to make the
loaf look bis, hut on the contrary we
are now turning out. a solid, substantial, sweet tasting loaf that it is a
pleasure for us to sell and for our customers to eat.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
All the fresh fruitE and vegetables
that the markets afford. Green peas,
cauliflower, beets, cucumbers, lettuce,
radishes,
strawberries, blackberries,
apricots, sweet cherries
pineapples,
cold storage wine saps, etc., at frequent

This is a grad j always heretofore
retailed by us at 3 lbs. for .25. :i lbs.
Corallna
We
Head
.25.
Rice
have never before been able to offer a
fine grade of head rice at this figure,
DRIED FRUIT.
We are in receipt of a fresh consignment of California dried fruits.
These will be found a grateful change
from the too heating foods so much in
use at this time of year. Dried fruits
are not conducive to stomach troubles
as is too often the cas- with the fresh
varieties.
More economical also. It
takes from five to ten pounds of fresh
fruit to produce one pound of dried.
8
10c and 12
Prunes at
12
Apples at
12
Peaches at
and 15c
COFFEE VALUE.
The biggest value in coffee ever offered the discriminating Santa Fe public is Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
blend at per pound paskage
.25c
We pay two cents a pound freight on
this coffee and sell it at the same price
get for it in the city of
Chicago. We do not claim it to be as intervals.
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FLOUR, flAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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David S. LowiUki
Dealer in New and
Second Hand
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and Carpets.
Screen Doors and Window Screens.

Latest designs

in Rugs

Garden Hose.
Goods sold for

j

i

cash or on easy
payments.

W

9 9

m

All Goodsdelivered free of charge.

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Httyler's Candles Received Today

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday Jone 23, J 901
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TERRITORIAL

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curies
BlanketJi, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen

Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.
SPECIALTY
To have the best of everything in the Un&.

Btt

Not Luck

Results.

That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the
ple with our fine

CEHRILLOS

COAL

peo-

M O N E R O

WHOLESALE AND RET All,
That there is some difference
in wood.
Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call.

WW
OIPITXj

WE

FIDE WOOD

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

OFFICEi

Avenue, Near A. T.

Gnrffelcl

coal yard
& S.

F. pepot

IMione No.

.

fcfi

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heateThe most conveniently located and only
and
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, bathe
sanitary plumbing
First-clas- s
to
Cafe and Buffet
date.
up
throughout. Everything
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men j& & &
fire-pro-

d

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office in the Eaildiag
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

I

INCORPORATED

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flocr and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OBDERS.

SANTA FE.

IN.

M.i

BEN BOTHE

B. QtUCKEL

j j

9

When You Come to Albuqusrque Don't Forget Ji

THE

ZEIGER

t

t

CAFE?

BOTHE, Proprietors.
j? jD
Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
QUICKEL

C&

r
5

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
AXBUQUERQDE

m B'J I HI BP SISTEB
Denver

Rio Grande, Rio 6rande Western, Rib
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande
&

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo. Cripple Creek. Leadville,
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
To all Mountain Resorts
HT.The

CHAVES COUNTY.
Hagerman is going to celebrate the
Fourth of July in Ktyle this year arid an
elaborate program has been prepared
by the eitiens of that enterprising
city. Knoiigh money has been donated
to feed a large crowd. There will be
a barbecue and eatables of kinds to
go with ii. The Hagerman brass band
and the Roswell bttnd will he in attendance and there will be a baseball
game between the teams of those two
cities.
Ml. F. U. White and daughter. Miss
Nellie White, who have spent the past
year at Roswell, left that city last
Wednesday for their home in Shelby-ville- .
Indiana. They were both very
prominent In the society and church
circles of that city and their loss is
keenly felt. They will return next
spring to Roswell and make their permanent home there. .Mrs. White is a
sister-in-laof W. T. White of the
Roswell Live Stock Commission Company.
GRANT COUNTY.
Two Quiet weddings were solemn
ized last Tuesday at. Silver City. On
Tuesday afternoon t)ie nuptials of .Miss
HudgiiiS
Margaret
Hoiyware and
Charles Edwin Hoover were solemnized at the home of the bride's sister,
Mrs. M. B. Hairston, and was witnessed only by the frieiids of the family.
Rev. John R. Cass pastor of the Prescity performbyterian Church of that
Mi-- ,
ed the 'ceremony.
and Airs. Hoover left on the evening train for St.
Joseph .Missouri, where Mr. Hoover is
city manager for the Hammond Packing Company. They will make their
future home in that city. The second
wedding was that of Miss Selma Klose
and William Roach which occurred
Tuesday evening at the Methodist parsonage, Rev. .1. (!. Harshaw officiating.
Miss Klose is well known in the society
circles of Silver City. Mr. Roach is a
prominent mining- man, having many
valuable properties in Grant County.
The two will make their home in Silver
City.

heavy rain is reported to have
fallen in the Mogollon range last Tuesday, partially extinguishing the forest
lire Which lias been raging there for
some time past, reports C. Mi Marriott
Proprietor of the Silver City Mogollon
stage line, who returned last Wednesday from a trip over the line. He also stated that the fire had broken out
afresh in several places when he left
on Wednesday morning. A large force
of men were fighting the flames and
trying to confine them to a limited
area.
A fairly good flow of - water has
been struck in the old Peacock workings by the Mogollon Gold and Copper
Company and the concentrator at
Cooney Will be started again and run
with the water furnished from this
property. The supply of water from
this source is very limited, however,
and it is thought that there is not sufficient to run the concentrator over
two or three weeks.
A new steam laundry has recently
been installed at bllver City by G. W.
Fletcher, Who arrived ill the city the
first part of last week with the machinery, The laundry building is south of
Morrill Hail. Mr. Fletcher was formerly proprietor 0l the Troy Steam
Laundry at El Paso, and more recently has been in tlie laundry business
at Demihg. Air. Fletcher's wife ac
companies mm ana win am mm temporarily in bis work. Roth are experienced hands at the business.
The injunction asked by the Lyons
and Campbell Cattle Company again.-.'- .
Jesse Harris recently, to prevent him
from using water from the Cila River
for raising crops on his farm has been
Mi. Harris has a
mado permanent.
valuable farm on that river Which he
purchased from the late H. A. Fuller,
some years ago.
The Arizona and New Mexico freight
car on the Southern Pacific road, which
was lying in the Lordsburg
yards,
last Tuesday evening, was entered and
a box of cutlery broken into. A case
of cigars was also broken into and a
large number taken. Nothing else
was touched. The officers of Lordsburg have been searching ever since,
for a man with his pockets full of cigars but so far have not located him.
J. H. Walker, who has been running
as postal clerk on the Clifton and
Lordsburg run for some time, was recently transferred to California, and
William E. Kelly took his place. Mr.
Kelly's appointment is only temporary
as the run belongs to an Arizona man.
The chief clerk of that division is in
a quandary because he wishes to appoint an Arizona man but so few have
applied that he cannot make the appointment. He states that if more
men from Arizona would apply for
more jobs in the railway mail service
they would he given steady positions.
A
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HOTEL ARRIVALS,
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Palace:
H. Schweitzer, Albuquerqusi
George Packet, Jr., Denver: F. Page
and wife, Denver? A. E. Brown, Proyl
dunce, Rhode Island; W, S. Brown
Quay, Massachusetts': W. H. Rletael and
daughter,
Velarde; H. K. Bin ford

Denver.

Claire: c. s. Carter, Albuquerque;
V, Harlem, Cltyi Oeorge. Hanson, San
Franci.-ru- ;
Charles J. Lex. Cincinnati
J. W. Orchard, Estancia; F. L. ISarka,

Antelope Springs; O. S. Wallace. Guy
man, Oklahoma.
Bott Ton: A. A. Martinez,
Santa
Cm.; Charles Boyd, Butte, Montana:
I'iblo Crespln, Manltou Springs.
Norma ndie: Edward Stewart, Albuquerque; Frank Lewis, Denver; '. A.
I'ushee. Madrid? C. E. llalsey, Pueblo,
tVilnrndu! PerfectQ Kuiiibil. Tlerra,
Imartlia,

FARMING

well Grant

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

SYSTEM,

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offyrea
lor salo In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water dghu from 517 to 825 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made In ten yoar Installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits si
all Kinds, 'and sugar beets grow to perfection.

GOLD WINES.
this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the gold
of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where important mineral
discoveries have lately been mad. Claims on unlocated ground may bo
made under the mining regulations of tho company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government lawn.
On

lining districts

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to 'work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

IHIPOHTflHT B1IHGE.

BATON. NEW MEXICO

Passenger Schedule on the Santa
Fe Central Railway Daylight Pas
Between
senger Service
Santa Fe and El Paso.
The Santa Fe Central Railway Company will inaugurate effective June 5,
1904, new passenger service between
Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
with the El
System. This new service will be daily
and close connection will he made at
El
Torrance. New Mexico, with the
System trains to
and from El Paso and all points south,
east and west of El Paso.
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
leave Santa Fe daily at ii o'clock a. m.
and arrive at Torrance, 10:25 a. m..
leave Torrance 10:30 a. in. and arrive
El Paso il p. in. El
System train No.-- ! will depart from
El Paso 7:2.j a. to, arrive Torrance
.'1:25 p. to. Santa Fe Central train No.
2 will leave Torrance 3:30 p. m. arrive Santa Fe S p. m. Connection will
also he mado at Torrance with all
trains to and from the east via the El
and Rock' Island
Systems, all EI
System trains will carry Pullman
standard, wide vestibule equipment, a
standard and tourist sleeper, also
chair car. These trains will also car
ry Rock Island System dining ears in
which all meals will
Attention is also called to the fact
and
that the El
Rock Island systems are paying espe
cial attention to World's Fair travel.
It has been arranged for their trains
to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
and theirs' is the only line from the
southwest which has its own station
at the World's Fair grounds, and passengers traveling via this line may
leave the train at the World's Fair
gates and avoid the crowds and delay
at the Union Station.
For passenger rates and other infor,
mation address or call on B. W.
general passenger agent. Santa
Fe Central Railway, Santa Fe, New
in

0JC1

CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are looted In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from w.ilch point a
daily line of stages run to the Springs.
!lhe temperature of these waters is
'from 90 to 122 degrees, 'ihe gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
!very dry and delightful
round. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
rallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
B'orlags In thf- world. The efficacy of
Bar-",.n-

ra

I

these waters has been thoroughly
ed by the miraculous cures attested i
In the following
diseases: ParalyaV
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumptly.
Malaria, Bright's Disease of ths KM
Affe.
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe,
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boarfi,
lodging and bathing. S2.S0 per 4ay; M
per week; $50 per month. Stage meoW
Denver trains and waits for Sasta V
train upon request This resort la at-tractive at all seasons, and is open ,Vi
Calteatt
winter. Passengers for Ojo
can leavj Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the mum
day. Fare for round trip from Scata
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.4(1. For furtlK
particulars, address

a4

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprieto.

Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,
aS

jf

J0

f j&

LUMBER - SASH

D

All Kinds of Building Material.

n

Rob-bins-

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEKEILLOS AND HAG AN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

Phore

'FT

Mexico.

35 Santa Fe

that is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards

Cerrillos,

N. W

O. YOUSTTZ manufacturer of- lcxican Filigree Jewelry

DEALER IN
The boolc bindery of the Nev: MexiClocks,
Watches,
Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
can Printing Company has been so
much enlargeri and improved of late
Repairing of ne watches and Jewelry wrk a specialty.
that it is the best south of Pueblo to
BUGS and 1MD1A1 GOODS
FILIGREE It WHOLESALE
UTAH
the Mexico line and between Dallas, ATM0
Texas, Ptid Los Angeles, California.
247 San Francisco

$

til

St

CHICAGO
AND BACK
One'jWay via
ST.' LOUIS With

OVER
June

,

I

st to

TenDays

Stop-Ove-

Sept. 30th

Limit Oct. 31st

$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H.

r

S. LUTZ, Agent

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, Jane 23,

1

904.

THE CHOICE
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that preparation for future triumphs is a more important
duty than an inventory of past mistakes. A profound student of history,
he is today the greatest, history maker
in the world. With the instincts of the
scholar, he is yet forced from the
scholar's pursuits by those superb qualities which fit him to the last degree
for those great world currents now
rushing past with larger volume and
more portentous aspect than for many
The fate of nations
years before
is still decided
by their wars. You
and
tribunals
may talk of orderly
learned referees: you may sing in your
schools the gentle praises of the quiet
life; you may strike from your books
the last note of every martial anthem,
and yet out in the smoke and thunder
will always be the tramp of horses and
the silent, rigid, upturned face. Men
may prophesy and women pray, but
peace will come here to abide forever
on this earth only when the dreams
of childhood are the accepted charts to
guide the destinies of men. Events
are numberless and mighty, and no
man can tell which wire runs around
the world. The nation basking today
in the quiet of contentment and re
pose may still be on the deadly circuit and tomorrow writhing in the toils
of war. This is the time when great
figure's must, be kept in front. It' ihe
pressure is great the material to resist It must be granite and iron.
Whether we wish it or not. America is
abroad in this world. Her interests are
in every street, her name is on every
tongue. Those interests so sacred and
stupendous should be trusted only to
the care of those whose power, skill
and courage have been tested and approved. And in the man whom you
will choose, the highest sense of every
nation in the world beholds a man who
typifies as no other living American
does, the spirit and the purposes of the
twentieth century. He does not claim
to be the Solomon of his time. There
are many things he may not know, but
this Is sure, that above all things else
he stands for progress, courage and
fair play, which are the synonyms of
the American name.
There are times when great fitnessis hardly less than destiny, when the
elements so come together that they
select the agent they will use. Events
sometimes select the strongest man,
as lightning goes down the highest
rod. And so it is with those events
which for many months with unerring
sight have led you to a single name
which I am chosen only to pronounce:
Gentlemen, I nominate for President of
the United States the highest livin
type of the youth, the vigor and the
promise of a great country and a great
age, Theodore Roosevelt of New York
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Will Commence Soon in Santa Fe and Other
New Mexico Points by Major
C. B. Vogdes.
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Rosa Bertinatti, of Gallup, Dies from Injuries
Received from a 115 Foot Fall.

JACOB WELTMER
B001(S.

Tuesday afternoon, Rosa Bertia
natti, fourteen year old girl of Gallup,
foil to the bottom of a well US feet deep
and as a result of the injuries received
he died five hours later. The child
had gone to the well to (haw water
when her dress became entangled In
the shaft and she was drawn into the
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PERIODICALS.

Major C. B. Vogdes, I'. S. Army, has
assmnod his duties as recruitiiis; officer
in this city and is making arrangements
for active work. He will likelv rent
the second story of the Cartwright-Daviao8 San Francisco St.
ganta Fe. N. M.
Block on San Francisco
Street,
wnich consists or live large rooms.
These will be used for offices as well as well.
for quarters for the recruiting party
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
and the recruits to be enlisted here.
MARKET REPORT,
The Major has advertised for meals to
MONEY AND METAL.
be furnished the recruiting party and
0 At Oar
New York, June 2a. Monev on call,
the soldiers stationed heie, by restau
i yA per cent.
rriuie merrants and hotels. Bids will be received easy, 1
Undertaking Parlors
4) per cent. Silver,
cantile
8K
paper
and the contracts for furnishing these
Tie Latest Scientific Methods of Eabalartaf
meals will be awarded to the lowest re
New York, June 23 L,eaa ana cop ire Employed. Calls Answered treat taw Parian Day ar Night ar by D0R0TE0 SENA, Agaa
sponsible bidder. Dr. .lames A. Massie per, steady, unchanged..
Pria Road.
Oar Parian Consist af a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. til
GRAIN.
of this city has been recommended by
Uacoia
Arenac, West Side Plaza. Santa Pa, New Mexico,
Major Vogdes as examining surgeon of
Chicago, June 23. Close. Wheat,
84
795.
Sept.
recruits. In a few days a sergeant and July,
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
Corn, July, 48 ;sept. nii (ffi
a corporal of the regular army will be
Vk Sept. 32.
38
July,
assigned to duty here under the Major's
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
orders and thereafter several men will
Pork, July 812.90; Sept. 813.20.
be enlisted as a recruiting party which
Lard, July $7.00; Sept. 7.15UT
will he stationed here for a time. From
Ribs, July, 87.45; Sept. $7.70.
Santa Fe branch recruiting offices will
WOOL MARKET.
be established in Las Vegas and Albu
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
St.
Louis, Mo., June 23 Wool,
querque, wiiieu win na visited at nec steady unchanged.
Territory ana western meaium, jo 15g
essary times oy Major vogdes for the
17; fine',
examination and enlistment of persons 21; 17.fine medium, 10
IT.
S.
to
enter
the
Aruiv.
It
applying
8TOCK MARKETS.
is.expected that the detachment here
New
York, June 23. Atchison 72:
will consist, off and on, of one sergeant,
ofd., 95; New York Central, 116;
one corporal and live privates. Enlist- Pennsylvania, 115; Southern Pacific,
ments will be made at this place for all 46'; Union Pacific.
pfd., 92; U.
pfd., 50.
branches of the army namely, infantry, S. Steel,
STOCK.
cavalry, artillery, hospital service, corps
of engineers and ordnance corps. In
Kansas Citv. Mo., June 23. Cattle
due course of time all the principal market steadv.
6. 40; South84.25
Native
points in the Territory will be visited ern steers.steers,
85 70; Southern
82 75
by the Major and the recruiting party cows, 82.00
84.00; native cows and
for recruits.
Full particulars as to the heifers, 82.00
$5.50; Stockers and
$4.75; bulls, 82.50
terms of enlistment, pay, necessary feeders, 83.75
84.50; western
calves, 82.00
conditions, etc., can be had by address- 84.25;
86.00; western cows,
fed steers, 84.00
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
ing Major C. B. Vogdes, Recruiting Of- 82.00 tg 84.25.
steadv.
U.
S.
market
N.
or
ficer,
M.,
Army. Santa Fe.
Sheep
entire stock of
$5.25; lambs, 85.00
Muttons, 84.50
calling upon the Major In person.
00
wethers.
8t
54,80;
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
INDIAN
86.80; Range
Reports from the recruiting station Ewes, $3.50
$4.75.
in Santa Fe will be maJe direct to the
23.
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
Cattle, market
Chicago, June
Chief Recruiting Officer of the Army, choice slow
Good to prime steers, $5.50 (ft 86.50;
At less than Cost
Major W. P. Evans, Washington, D. C- - aoor to medium,
$4 50 (3 85 40; stockers
$2.50
$4.50; cows $1.50 (
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES. and feeders,
TOURISTS:
$5.25; canners,
$4.50; heifers, $2.00
82 60; bulls, $3 00
$4.25;
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair to
1.50
85 50; Texas fed steers,
Do
night, Friday; warmer weather tonight. calves, $2 50
$5.25.
Yesterday the thermometer registered $4.60
market
as follows: Maximum temperature, 77
steady.
Sheep
&
do
Good to choice wethers, $4.75
$5.35;
degrees, at 5:10 p. m.; minimum, 54
choice
to
$4.75;
a.
$4.00
mixed,
in. The mean fair
degrees, at 4:40
$5.00; native
temperature for the 24 hours was 66 de- western sheep,at $3.50
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
$6.75; clipped western
grees. Relative humidity, 43 per cent. lambs, $5.00
lambs, $6.oo (a $6.40; spring lambs,
S7.50.
Cor. San Franclsce Street and Burro Alley
L50
degrees.
s
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CLOSING
OUT

done hearn de white folks talkin'
'Bout our gran' new city streets,
An de va'r'us new improvements
Oat on ebry side we meets,
An it somehow sorter seemster me
Hits our duty, dogged if 'taint,
To kiver some o' our houses
Wid a bran new coat o' paint.
3

Now

paint suttinly cheap ernuff
Ter suit de public pusses,
An' dat's de reason why I am
A writin' uv dese vusses.
So now my frien' tek my advice
Paint yo' house an' paint it quick
An Sherwin-William- s
am de paint
What's sholy gwin' ter stick.
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that you miss half of Santa Fe if

not visit our Curio Store
&

Free Museum

